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The subject we are concerned with as its roots in the work of Schur, 
who introduced the notion of a “representation group” (Darstellungs- 
gruppe). These groups have the property olift (“linearize”) all projective 
representations of some (finite) group over an algebraically losed field 
[ 16). Fong [8 J noticed that Schur’s method applies in context with Clif- 
ford’s work, exhibiting some single invariant (s able) character or module. 
The familiar proof for the famous Fong-Swan theorem gives the model for 
this kind of representation groups (see Serre [17] or Feit [7]). 
Throughout we fix a finite group G with normal subgroup H and 
quotient group S= G/H. We also fix an absolutely irreducible (Frobenius) 
character x ofH and a field F containing thevalues ofx. We assume that x
is G-invariant. As passage from the inertia group to the whole group 
usually iseasy to handle, this is not too restrictive. It s a necessary con- 
dition for xto be extendible to G. 
DEFINITION. Suppose i? 31-t k?+ S is a finite central extension. Let
l? >--f 6 + G be obtained by inflation fr mS to G, and view xas a charac- 
ter of I?= Ker(6 --H G) in the obvious way. Then i7 * G --H S (or simply 
G) is called a representation group for x over Fprovided there is a character 
2 of fn; with 2~ =x and F(i) =F. 
Thus S is a representation groupfor xprecisely when there is a character 
of G extending x and having its values inF. In general, passing from G to G 
may be regarded asa further reduction step in studying the induced 
character xG.Note that N=Ker(G -H S) is isomorphic to iix II. We 
shall identify N= Rx A and H = N/ii. Whenever we deal with 6= Gj@, 
we identify fi and N/i%. This will cause no confusion. We associate to x an 
F-valued linear character 2 of $ namely the dual (=inverse) character of 
the unique irreducible constituent of 4~. Of course, i and hence 2may be 
altered bymuItipli~at~on with suitable linear characters. If for example 
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fi H G + S is a stem extension (A2G’), then iis uniquely determined 
by x. 
THEOREM A. Keeping the above notation, let P be an Ffi-module 
affording 2. Assume there is an FH-module V affording x. Then there is an 
Fe-module V affording i, and VG z P” @r V as F&modules. The functor 
- OF V is an S-equivalence from Mod(F6 1 P) to Mod(FG 1 V), the 
categories of finitely generated modules for which the restrictions t  is resp. 
H are direct sums of copies of v resp. V. 
Here by S-equivalence we mean a category equivalence wh re the 
functor - OF p on morphisms results from appropriate isomorphisms 
of FS-modules (via diagonal actions), forall modules W, W’ in 
Mod(FG 18). This is compatible with composition s  that, in the case 
W= IV’, we have an isomorphism of S-algebras (Green [9]). Passing to
the F-spaces ofS-fixed lements we see that intertwining umbers are 
preserved an that he endomorphism rings of corresponding modules are 
isomorphic. 
From known properties of category equivalences it follows that VG and 
p have isomorphic lattices of submodules. Whenever I?? * G ++ S is a 
representation groupfor xover F, we may assume that li: sfaithful andso 
i? is cyclic and Ftf is semisimple. Therefore p usually isa projective 
module. Assuming that xbelongs toa block of defect 0,Theorem A yields 
Morita equivalences between the blocks of G and (I? covering the blocks 
determined by xand 4, respectively, such that corresponding blocks have 
isomorphic defect groups and corresponding decomposables have
isomorphic vertices (Theorem 5). This generalizes and improves Fong’s 
result (see also Cliff [2]). 
Of course, a representation groupfor xover F is one over any extension 
field ofF. Theorem A gives, assuming that he Schur index m,(X) = 1, a l-l 
correspondence i t* c b e t ween 
and 2” such that 
the absolutely irreducible constituents of xc 
0) degi=degr.degX, 
(ii) F(i) =F(r), and 
(iii) mJ;(i) = rndr). 
Thus it is of interest to have representation groups over “small” fields F (of 
characteristic 0). 
Representation groups for xover F (with respect toG) do not always 
exist. This depends on F, various properties of the given group extension 
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H w G --t* S,and the character x itself. Forinstance, if F is of prime 
characteristic or S= S’ is perfect, representation groups always exist. If the 
degree d g 2 is prime to IS/S’/, there are representation groups for xover 
any field F= F(x). The existence problem ay be reduced to a related 
question projective representations. So a result ofReynolds [12] 
applies, showing that here are representation groups whenever F contains 
the lG[th roots of unity. A much stronger r sult can be deduced from Dade 
[4, Theorem 6.5 J. We shall construct representation groups which are cer- 
tain sections f the given group extensions (Theorems 1 and 2) yielding 
the following. 
THEOREM B. Assume that the pPelementary subgroups of H are p- 
elementary foral/primes p dividing both deg 1 and 1 SfS’l. Ifdeg x and IS/S’) 
are even, assume in addition that F contains the fourth roots of unity or that 
the Sylow 2-subgroups of H are abelian. Then there xists a representation 
group for 1 over F. 
Here prelementary stands for F-elementary with respect to the primep. 
Observe that all pFelementary subgroups ofH are p-elementary if F con- 
tains the qth roots of unity for all primes q = 1 modp which divide JH(. 
This gives the connection with Dade’s result. 
It follows from Theorem B that whenever F contains a primitive 
exp(H)th root of unity, then there is a representation groupw M 8 ++ S 
for x over F such that IAl divides xp(H). We may even distinguish 
(? =G(X), obtaining a representation groupfor xover any field containing 
a primitive exp(H)th root of unity, which is determined by x (cf. Feit [7, 
(X.1.1)] fora similar discussion). 
Whenever there is a representation groupfi w G + S for xover F, we 
can arrange that f is in the Frattini subgroup ofG and that IR( is divisible 
only by primes dividing both I HI and ISI. But simple examples (Gcyclic) 
show that we cannot enforce fis G’ if the field F is too small. Recall that 
every stem extension s an epimorphic image of some covering group (stem 
cover), and that hese covering groups are precisely Schur’s representation 
groups. 
THEOREM C. If F contains a primitive nth root of unity, where n = 
exp(H) . exp(S/S’), thenevery covering group of S is a representation group 
for x over F. 
Theorem C is best-possible in a c rtain sense. We show that, over any 
field F as above, there appear all representation groups A w if + S for x
of minimal possible order (dividing theorder of any other epresentation 
group). The order lfil= we(x) is an important invariant. All these minimal 
representation groups are unique quotients of covering groups. 
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1. BACKGROUND 
Our approach isbased on various results of Clifford theory (see in par- 
ticular [3-5, 14, 191). All group or Clifford extensions will be with regard 
to the fixed (quotient) group S. So a subextension of H w G --H Swill be 
of type Y Z+ X + S where X may be identified w thasupplement to H in 
G. 
Let F= F(x) be a field containing thevalues ofx, as usual. Let I/ denote 
the unique (up to isomorphism) FH-module affording m,(x) x. Write P = 
0 xss V, as an FH-module (I/= V, = V@ 1). Let E = EFo( V”) be the 
(inverse) endomorphism ring of VG. (We consider right modules but write 
maps on the left.) Since Vis G-invariant, E = OxaS E, is a fully S-graded 
F-algebra (inthe terminology f Dade [6]), the lements in E, mapping V
to Vx(E, =EFH( V). 
Since V is central simple (i.e., Z(E,) =F), by the Skolem-Noether 
theorem we may choose units a,~ E, of E which commute with every 
element ofE, (pi = 1). Then E,= EIa,= cc,E1 for all x, and 
g,(x)= u F@“x 
XES 
is a subgroup ofthe group fi of units of E, representing a central extension 
P-Q &) --H Swith factor set LX(X, y) =cl,clytlxyl. 
(1.1) The cohomology class wFG(x) EH2(S, P) of this central extension 
vanishes tfand only if one of the following equivalent conditions is fulfilled: 
(i) There is a character 2 of G with iH = x and F(f) = F. 
(ii) There is an FG-module 9 extending I/such that EFG( P) = EFH( V). 
For a proof we refer to [14, Lemma 91. It is known that oFG(x) is 
functorial in F:
(1.2) If K is an extension field of F, the natural homomorphism 
H2(S, k) + H’(S, k) maps or,&) onto oKG(x). 
This follows from the fact that a,~ C,(E,) and so 1 @cr, is 
“homogeneous” on K 0 F I/. Thus, via scalar extension (a,} may be viewed 
also as a transversal to k in 52,(x), with factor set a. We may view OF&x) 
as a subextension of Q,(x). 
(1.3) Let uF denote the group of all roots of unity in F. Embedding ue in 
k induces a split exact sequence 
0 -, H2(S, ur) + H2(S, P) + H*(S, l&) -, 0. 
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For a proof see [4, Proposition 2.51. In the sequel we shall consider 
H’(S, pF) as a subgroup ofH*(S, p). 
Let K/F be a field extension. By the Universal Coefficient Theorem we 
have a commutative diagram 
0 + Ext(S/S’, 8) --t ZY’(S, k)-+ Hom(H,(S), p)+ 0 
I I I 
0 + Ext(S/S’, k) + H2(S, k) --t Hom(H,(S), k)-+ 0 
with exact rows. Here H,(S) =H2(S, Z) denotes the Schur multiplier of S.
Since H2(S) is finite, Hom(H,(S), k)= Hom(H,(S), pK). If K is 
algebraically losed, then Ext(S/S’, k) =0 and so 
only depends onthe roots of unity in K. Let us denote by w&) the order 
of o,,(x) (K algebraically losed). Since the vertical m pon the right in 
the above diagram is injective, by (1.2) w&) is the order of the image of 
oFG(x) in HomW,(S), p). 
(1.4) w= w&) divides the exponent ofH,(S) (and so w2 divides JS( by 
Schur [ 161). Furthermore, w is a divisor fexp(H). 
The latter statement will be a consequence of Theorem 3below. 
We compute the Clifford bstruction oF&) in an important special 
case: 
(1.5) Assume x is a linear character. Let{t,} be a transversal to H in G 
(with t, = 1) and let (x, y) = t, t,,t&’ bethe corresponding factor set. Then 
a = xt is a 2-cocycle with class or&). 
For in this case, a may be chosen as the map v H vt, ( = v 0 t,). 
(1.6) Let det(x) denote the linear character ofH obtained bycomposing 
a representation affording x with the determinant. This is a G-invariant 
character with values in F= F(x), and we have m&det(x)) = ~,,Jx)~~~~. 
This follows from Theorem 3 in [ 141. (In the terminology f [14], 
det(x) isthe reduced norm of the module affording m,(x) 2.) 
We finally recall the Comparison Theorem for Clifford extensions 
(Theorem 2 in [13]). Let us indicate by (e, .) intertwining umbers, 
mostly over F, and let P( I’) be the projective co r of a module V. 
(1.7) Suppose Y w X --H S is a subextension of G and c is an X- 
invariant irreducible character ofY with F(c) = F. Let V and W be modules 
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affording m,iX) x and mF([) 1;, respectively. Then o&)~ = o,(c)“, where 
n may be any of <vyy W>, <W, vy>, (JYU., W, (v,, p(W)), 
(P( V)Y, P(W)) (which all agree in the semisimple situation). 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF REPRESENTATION GROUPS 
In terms of the Clifford obstruction, representation groups may be 
described as follows. 
LEMMA 1. A finite central extension fiw G --H S is a representation 
group for x over F if and only if there is a linear character x”: I? + P such that 
odd = wFdl?) in H*(S PI. 
Proof. Let i? * 6 -H G be the xtension obtained byinflation from S
to G. Let A= Ker(G --)-, G) so that N= Rx fi is the kernel of the 
epimorphism from G to S. View x as a character of fi via the canonical 
isomorphism from fi to H = N/n. 
Suppose first that G is a representation groupfor xover F. By definition 
there is a character i of G such that &=x and F(i) =F. Then 
rnF(f) = m,(X) (e.g., by (1.1)). LetP be an F&module affording m,(X) i
and let V= VA. 
Let A be the unique linear constituent of iR. Note that A is central in G. 
From F = F(i) we infer that F(A) =F. Thus BR is a direct sum of copies of
a l-dimensional Ffi-module 8*affording A. Viewing V as a module for 
N/l? and r* as a module for N/a, we have an isomorphism 
P,z VOF F* (*I 
of FN-modules. (One can assume without loss that 1is faithful, and then 
Ffi is semisimple so that he arguments of[7, (111.3.7)] apply.) 
Let {clX} and {/I,} be transversals to P in Q,(x) and Q&A), respec- 
tively, andlet a, /I be the corresponding factor sets. Then (ax@ /I,} is a 
transversal for sZ,& @ A), with factor set a/?. But from (*) and (1.1) it
follows that 
Consequently o&x) =o,c(A.)-‘. Now let j= I-’ and P= (P*)* be a 
module affording 2. Using (1.5) weobtain that o,&) = w&x). 
Conversely, if oF&) = w&) for some linear character f: k + p, let 
R = 2-l and choose transversals {r+j, {#I,) such that a/I = 1 for the 
resulting factor sets. Then x 0 L is a G-invariant rreducible character of N, 
with values inF, such that w&@A) = 1. By (1.1) there is a character i of
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G with & = x @ 1 and F(i) =F. Hence if =+ G + S is a representation 
group for xover F. m 
Note. In general, 2 isnot determined by x(and@. Suppose v: n + 8 is 
another linear character with CO&) = o&v). Then, using (1.5), we have 
oF&v-l) = o&f) w&v)-’ = 1. 
Hence by (1.1 ),fv -’ = AR for some linear character A: I? + 8. In particular, 
i is unique in case A 24 (7 ++ S is a stem extension. The in for such linear 
characters I are precisely those F-valued characters of G for which 
(2J), = x* 
Proof of Theorem A. Assume there is an FH-module V affording x. Let 
H 5--) G --t) S be a representation groupfor xover F and let fiw G + G 
be its inflation. Write Ker( G + S) = N= fi x fi, as usual. Fix an F-valued 
character 2 ofG and a linear character i: i7’+ P such that fN = x Q 2-l 
(see the proof of Lemma 1). Let F be an FR = F[N/fi]-module affording 2. 
By (1.1) there is an F&module Paffording 2. From relation (*)above we 
deduce that Vz t OF pN as FN-modules and so 
as F&modules. This proves the first atement. 
For any WE Mod(Fc 1 F) obviously W OF PE Mod(FG I V). In order to 
show that he functor - OF P describes an equivalence from Mod(Fc ( r) 
to Mod(FGI V) it suffices to prove that it is full and faithful andthat every 
module in Mod(FG 1 V) is isomorphic to W OF P for some 
WE Mod(FG( t). 
Let us first establish thelatter fact. Let UE Mod(FG I V). Define 
0 = Horn& 9, U) 
as an Fc? =F[G/fi]-module via diagonal ction (fg(ug) =f(u) g for ge G, 
g= fig, g= Ijg). Since g centralizes U and since pn is a direct sum 
of copies of P*, we see that e~Mod(F~?)8). Also, f@uwf(u) is an 
FG-homomorphism 
zu: 00, P-P u. 
It is even an isomorphism, because U,is a finite direct sum of copies ofV 
and V.Q = V as an Ffi-module. (Infact, (zv) is a natural equivalence from 
Hom,d( p, -) OF P to the identity functor nMod(FGI V).) 
Now let W, w’ be modules in Mod(F81 r). It is immediate hat 
4 t+ 4 @ 1 is a monomorphism 
Hom,+(W, W’)+Hom,(W@.f, W’O,?) 
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of F-vector spaces. Viewing both spaces a FS-modules via diagonal action, 
we even have a monomorphism ofFS-modules. Therefore, passing tothe 
spaces of S-fixed lements, we see that -0 f P is a faithful nctor. To 
complete he proof we have to show that 4H 40 1 is surjective. Then 
- OF 9 is indeed an S-equivalence. 
Let $ E Hom,( W OF p, W’ OF P). Choose an F-basis (uJ of I? Since 
va = I/ is absolutely irreducible, by thedensity heorem there exist zjE Ffi 
such that uizj = vi for i=j and uizj = 0 otherwise. Let w= xi wi@ vi be an 
element ofW OF p (wie W), and let +(w)=Ci wi@ui (W:E II”). Since $ is 
an FN-homomorphism and fi acts trivially on W and I+“, we get 
l&w,@ Vi) =$(WZj) = l/9(w) zj=w; @u, 
for all j. Thus wj t--r widefines a map 4 E Horn&W, Wr), and + = 4 0 1. 
This completes theproof of the theorem. 1 
It is clear from the above proof that Horn& 9, -) is a functor f om 
Mod(FG) V) to Mod(@I 8) and that Horn&p, -OF p) is naturally 
equivalent to the identity functor nMod(F(?) 8 . 
Theorem A should be compared with the results on stable Clifford 
theory by Ward [19], Cline [3], or Dade [S]. There are various impor- 
tant consequences which mostly follow from general properties of category 
equivalences (s e, for instance, [ 11). 
COROLLARY 1. V” and P” have isomorphic lattices of ubmodules. 
Proof. Immediate byTheorem A and [ 1, Theorem 21.71. (It is easy to 
give adirect proof.) m 
COROLLARY 2. Let X be a subgroup of G containing H and let 2 be the 
corresponding subgroup of G. A module DIE Mod(Fc ) P) is f-projective if 
and only if U = 0 OF P is X-projective. 
Proof. The S-equivalence is ompatible with composition of maps. 
Hence E,(U) and E& 0) are isomorphic S-algebras. The result follows 
(see Green [9]). m 
Note that -OF P is a bijection on the isomorphism classes of modules 
in Mod(Fi: 1 8) and Mod(FG( I’). It preserves projectivity, indecom- 
posability, and irreducibility (see [l,Propositions 21.6and 21.81). In par- 
ticular, it gives a l-l correspondence between the (absolutely) irreducible 
charactes involved, that is, which are constituents of xG and i” (Frobenius 
reciprocity). 
COROLLARY 3. Let i be an absolutely irreducible constituent of xG and 
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let r be the corresponding co stituent of f”. Then F(c)= F(c) and 
m,(C) =MO. 
Proof: Let U be an irreducible FG-module the character of which con- 
tains [. Then 8= Horn&f, U) is an irreducible F&module which 
involves c We know that 
as F-algebras. But F(c) is isomorphic to the centre ofEFG( U) and m,(c)’ is 
the dimension ofEFG( U) over its centre. A corresponding statement maybe 
made for c Hence the result. 1 
We remark that, fixing 1 as required in Lemma 1, the l-l correspon- 
dence cc-* r is uniquely determined up to multiplication by a linear, F- 
valued character of S. 
One may read off rom Theorem A, assuming that m,(x) = 1, that he 
endomorphism rings EFG( v”) and E,& p) are isomorphic as S-graded 
rings. Here EFG( v”) and E&p) are twisted group algebras over Sand F, 
the associated cohomology classes being o&x) and w&i), respectively. 
Since those twisted group algebras re isomorphic precisely when the 
associated cohomology classes agree, Theorem A characterizes represen- 
tation groups (in the special situation). 
3. CONSTRUCTING REPRESENTATION GROUPS 
Unfortunately representation groups do not always exist. (We shall 
include a “smallest” possible example below.) We shall see that, essentially, 
the finite subextensions of Q,(x) are the (faithful) representation groups 
for 1over F. 
LEMMA 2. There xists a representation groupfor x over F if and only if 
~FG(X) E H2(SP I4 
Proof. If B M G u S is a representation groupfor xover F, then by 
Lemma 1 there is a linear character 1: 8+ P such that o&x) = oFG(i), 
BY (1.5) 
~Fdl?) = i*w9 
where T is the cohomology class of the central extension a d j*: 
H2(S, R) + H’(S, $‘) is the homomorphism induced by i. Clearly 
i*(z) E H2(S Pd. 
Conversely, if wFG(x) E H2(S, pLF) there is a 2-cocycle a with class o&x) 
and with finite order (S is finite). L t A be a finite subgroup of# contain- 
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ing the values of~1. Now construct ei her the crossed product extension of S
by fi with factor set ~1: S* + fi or, more directly, choose a transversal (a,}
to P in Q,(x) with resulting factor set CI and define 
G= (CCJXES) R. 
Then i: is a finite supplement to P in Q,(x). If we take 2: fi + P as the 
embedding, itis clear that o,&) = o&x). By Lemma 1 therefore 
H H G -H S is a representation groupfor 2over F. 1 
EXAMPLE. Let G = D, be the dihedral group of order 16, and let H be a 
subgroup ofG which is dihedral of order 8. Let [ be any faithful irreducible 
character of G. Then x = cH is the unique irreducible character of H of 
degree 2.
Now F= Q is a splitting f eld for H but Q(c) =Q(d). Thus o&x) # 1 
by (1.1). Assume there is a finite subextension A H G -H S ( = G/H) of 
52,(x). Then A= pas is of order 2 and G is cyclic oforder 4. In view of 
Corollary 3 toTheorem A, there must be an irreducible (linear) character c 
of i: such that Q(r) =Q(c). But this is impossible. 
Further xamples ofthis type can be found in [4, 111. Of course, ifFis 
of prime characteristic, representation groups always exist asx can be writ- 
ten in a finite field. 
THEOREM 1. Assume deg x is relatively prime to the exponents of both 
S/s’ (=H,(S)) and H*(S). Then H/[H, G] * G/[H, G] - S is a 
representation groupfor 1 over any field F = F(x). 
Proof From the Universal Coefficient Theorem it follows that he 
order of w&x) is divisible only by primes dividing IS/S’1 or( H2(S)I. By
(l-6) 
w&Wx)) = oFGWdegX, 
Clearly det(X) can be regarded asa character of fi= H/[H, G] and 
o,(det(X)) = o,G(det(X)), where G= G/[H, G]. We can find apower iof 
det(X) such that o&f) = w&x). Apply finally Lemma 1. 1 
By virtue ofLemma 2 it is clear that we may study the xistence problem 
“locally” via restriction to Sylow subgroups (of S). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose S is a p-group for some prime p. Assume that all 
p,elementary subgroups of H are p-elementary. In the case where p= 2 
assume in addition that Fcontains thefourth roots of unity or that he Sylow 
2-subgroups of H are abelian. Then there exists a ubextension Y w X ++ S 
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of G, with X being ap-group, such that Y/[ Y, X] =+ X/[ Y, X] - S is a 
representation group for x over F, 
Proof: Consider the set X of all subgroups X of G satisfying the follow- 
ing conditions: 
(i) X is prelementary ndG = HX; 
(ii) Y = X n H admits an X-invariant absolutely irreducible charac- 
ter Csuch that [F(c): F] is prime to p; 
(iii) mF(c) & = mF(t) di) in ff’(S, f’(O). 
We first how that 3E # 0. Then we shall pick a minimal element inX 
(with regard to inclusion), which will have the required properties. 
The hypotheses en ure that he Schur index m =m,(~) is prime to p. 
(Apply the Brauer-Witt theorem; cf. [lS], for instance.) L t V be an FH- 
module affording r x. By Lemma 5 in [ 141 there xists a pFelementary 
subgroup X of G covering S and an X-invariant irreducible F[Hn KJ- 
module W such that he multiplicity of V as a composition factor fWH is 
a nonzero p’-number n. Let Y = Xn H. By Frobenius reciprocity 
nm’=(P(V), W”)=(P(V),, W)=n’(W, W> 
for some integer n’.Thus dim, EFY( W) = ( W, W) is prime to p. Since Yis 
poelementary (even p-elementary), we may conclude that W has Schur 
index 1and that K= E,,(W) in an extension field ofF of p’-degree. L t 5
be the character afforded by W as a KY-module. Then c is absolutely 
irreducible and K= F(c), and the FY-module W affords the trace character 
TrK,F(c). The inertia group of [ in X is normal in X and its factor g oup is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Gal(K/F). Since X/Y z S is a p-group but 
[K: F] is prime to p, we see that cis X-invariant. So we have properties (i), 
(ii). 
Clearly m,&) is a divisor fm = m,(X). Hence if I/’ is a KH-module 
affording m,(X) 1 and U is a KY-module affording c, then (P( V’),, U) is 
a divisor of nm’ and therefore p ime to p. Now H2(S, k) is a p-group asS 
is a p-group. Hence from (1.7) it follows that wK&) = III&[). Con- 
sequently X E 3. 
Now assume X is chosen minimal in X. Keep the above notation. I  
addition, letM= Ker(c) and let - indicate quotient groups modulo M. 
Since [ is X-invariant, M isnormal in X. By hypothesis Y is p-elementary 
and m,(c) = 1. Let P be the Sylow p-subgroup of Y. 
Let A” be an z-invariant abelian subgroup ofP = PM/M. Let 1 be an 
irreducible K-character of A” which is a constituent of C,J. Let T be the 
inertia group of L in X, and let 9be the unique K-character of I=T n Y 
such that 13’= [ and 0~ contains A (Clifford). Since c is absolutely 
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irreducible so is8. Since [is X-invariant, X = TY by a Frattini argument. 
By uniqueness 0 i T-invariant. By Frobenius reciprocity the multiplicity of 
0 in cl is 1. Thus 
by (1.7). We may conclude that TE 3E. By the choice ofX, this implies that 
T= X, 0 = [ and (2 = rA for some integer r 2 1. Hence 1 is faithful and, 
therefore, A” is cyclic. 
Summarizing we may say that every z-invariant abelian subgroup ofp is 
cyclic. Using the additional assumptions forp= 2, Lemma 4 in [ 151 yields 
that P itself is cyclic. Butthen P= Y/Ker(c) iscyclic aswell and so [ is 
linear. 
Clearly [ remains (absolutely) irreducible by r striction to anysubgroup 
of Y. Applying (1.7) shows that every supplement to Yin X is in X. By the 
choice of X and the fact hat X/Y z S is a p-group, X itself is ap-group 
(and Y is in the Frattini subgroup ofX). We claim that either F(c) =F or 
that o&x) = 1. In the first case the assertion f llows byappealing to 
Lemma 1, putting i =c. In the latter case we may take 2as the l-character 
of Y. 
So assume K = F(c) is a proper extension of F. Since [ is a linear charac- 
ter of the p-group Y but [K: F] is prime to p (by (ii)), p must be odd and F 
does not contain a primitive pthroot of unity (but K does). We infer that 
the homomorphism H2(,S, k)+ H2(S, P) induced from the norm N,, 
maps o&i) to the identity. (Use (1.5) for an explicit alculation.) On the
other hand, composition of the mbedding P-* k and N,, is the [K: F]th 
power map. As o&c) = O&X), using (1.2) weobtain that 
~FG(X) CK: f.1 = 1. 
But o&x) is a p-element inH’(S, P) and [K: F] is prime to p. 
Consequently o&) = 1, as desired. 1 
Proof of Theorem B. Let p be a prime and let P= PJH be a Sylow 
p-subgroup of S. Then o&x) is the image of w&x) under the restriction 
homomorphism H’(S, F) + H2(p, P). In view of (1.3) and Lemma 2 it 
therefore suflices to show that 
(for all p). This holds true in the case where p does not divide g x, by 
Theorem 1, and in the case where the prelementary subgroups ofH are 
p-elementary (with an additional assumption for p= 2) by Theorem 2. It 
remains toexamine the case where p does not divide IS/S’l. 
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Since Hz(S) is finite and 8/p, torsion-free, by theUniversal Coefficient 
Theorem 
H2(S, k/p,) z Ext(S/S’, &A ). 
Thus oFP(x) has trivial mage in H2(p, p/p,) when p is prime to IS/S’/. 
This completes the proof. 1
The p,elementary subgroups ofH are p-elementary whenever F contains 
the qth roots of unity for all prime divisors q of 1 H( with qE 1 mod p (see, 
for instance, [ 153). Clearly this holds for all p if F contains the exp(H)th 
roots of unity. 
COROLLARY. Suppose F contains a primitive exp(H)th root of unity. 
Then there is a representation group B - G + S for x over F such that f 
is cyclic oforder dividing exp(H). 
Proof: Let us first assume that char(F) = 0. In view of (1.2) we then 
may take F just as the field ofexp(H)th roots of unity over the rationals. 
Then F = F(x) and all F-elementary subgroups ofH are elementary. If 
exp(H) is not divisible by 4, the Sylow 2-subgroups of H are (elementary) 
abelian. Hence Theorem B applies sothat O&)E H2(S, pF). Either 
(~~1 =exp(H) or exp(H) is odd and 1~~1 = 2 *exp(H). But in the latter case 
the order of oF&) is odd as well (by (1.6), for instance). H nce we may 
view ,&) as an element ofH2(S, 8), where R = ,uF if exp(H) is even and 
pLF =H x { f 1 } otherwise. The result follows. 
Now let char(F) =p be a prime. Byassumption p does not divide exp(H) 
and so FH is semisimple. We may assume that F is finite. Choose ap-adic 
number field F,with residue class field F= R/ltR (R = ring of integers in 
F,). There xists a unique irreducible character x0 of H lifting x, and x0 is 
afforded by some unique (up to isomorphism) R-free RH-module U. Of 
course, U is projective and G-invariant. Embed U in V = F, 0 R U. Since F, 
contains a primitive exp(H)th root of unity, bythe above 
for units a, where the resulting factor set has order dividing exp(H) (and 
so has its values inR). Replacing UC by (a,( UC): xE S), if necessary, we 
may interpret thea, as scalar extensions f units in E,,(U’). Now reduce 
modz 1 
The preceding argument enables u to associate to x a unique central 
extension a =+ G(X) +P S, with fl cyclic oforder exp(H), which is a 
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representation groupfor xover Fprovided F contains a primitive exp(H)th 
root of unity. 
Remark. Suppose fi w G + S is a representation groupfor 1over F
with associated character j (Lemma 1). Then we may construct “smaller” 
representation groups for xover F. First of all, then G, = G/Ker(i) also is 
such a representation group. Here A, = R/Ker(i) is cyclic and Fir, is 
semisimple (and F a splitting f eld for fi,,). 
Next write jj =jiv, where the order of ii is divisible only by primes 
dividing the order of o&x) and where the order of v is not divisible by 
such aprime. Using (1.5) wesee that 
OF&) = WF&, 1 and w&v) = 1. 
We conclude that ci = e/Ker(ji) is arepresentation groupfor xover F, 
where the order of Hi = fi/Ker(ji) is divisible only by primes dividing the 
order of o&x). 
Let G, be a minimal supplement to fi in G, and let i, =G, A A and 
iJ=b. 
b2 
From (1.7) it follows that wF~&iZ) = o&i). Hence 
*2 - --tt S is a representation groupfor xover F. Note that A, is in 
the Frattini subgroup ofG,. 
4. A THEOREM BY DADE 
The main result inDade [4] states that if F= F(x) is a field ofcharac- 
teristic zero, the order of oFG(x) is a divisor of the number of ]S]th roots of 
unity contained in F (Theorem 5.9). Inorder to get astrong statement o e
should specialize F= Q(x), which is appropriate by (1.2). We shall improve 
Dade’s result slightly, and extend it to the modular case. 
The basic step is elementary field theory (as in Dade [4]). The following 
may be viewed as a supplement to(nonabelian) Kummer theory (cf. 
[ 10, Chap. VI). 
LEMMA 3. Let K/F be a Galois extension offields with abelian group. Let 
n 2 1 be an integer and let m be the xponent of Pn I?‘JP. Then F contains -
a primitive mthroot of unity. 
Proof. We give a sketch of proof avoiding the theory developed in
[lo]. We may assume that nis a power of some prime p. Let E E K be an 
nth root of unity of largest possible order, and let Y= 1 (E ) n Ft. Fix an 
element aEPn &. We have to show that a’ EF. 
Choose tl EK with an - a. For any c E Gal(K/F) let E, = a(cc)/cc, which is 
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an element of(a). Let t E Gal(K/F) with Z(E) = E’, say. Using that br = ro 
and ~(8,) = ~(a)~/cr’ we compute 
o(cP l/E,) = a(a)<- ‘/a(7(u)/a) 
= da)‘/7(4a)) 
= da)‘h(a) 7(&,) 
=a t-l I&,. 
Since this holds for any g E Gal(K/F), we see that a’- ‘/a, E P and so 
a f-l=(d-‘/&,)nEP. 
If F does not contain a primitive pthroot of unity, we can find 
7 E Gal(K/F) such that - 1 is not divisible by p,and then aE P as n is a 
power of p. So assume that F contains a primitive pthroot of unity. Ifp is 
odd or p = 2 and F contains the fourth roots of unity, then Gal(F(s)/F) is 
generated by EH s1 +’ so that we may find 7 such that - 1 = r, giving the 
result. Finally, if p=2 and F does not contain the fourth roots of unity, we
may choose 7 such that = - 1 mod 4, implying that a2 E P. u 
THEOREM 3 (Dade). Let F be generated bythe values of x over its prime 
field. The order of co,&) divides the number of rth roots of unity in F, where 
r is the greatest common divisor fexp(H) and the least common multiple of
exp(S/S’) andexp(H,(S)). 
ProoJ In view of the (unnatural) splitting of the Universal Coefficient 
Sequence, the order of o = oF&) divides the least common multiple of 
exp(S/S’) andexp(H,(S)) (which is a divisor of ISI). We have to show that 
o(o) divides the number of exp(H)th roots of unity in F. 
By restriction to Sylow subgroups we may assume that Sis a p-group for 
some primep. The assertion s quite different i  nature according to
whether F is infinite or not. We distinguish the following cases. 
Case 1. char(F) = 0. 
Let K= Qab be the maximal abelian extension of the rationals. Let W be 
the image of w under the split epimorphism H*(S, &‘) + H*(S, k/pF) 
described in (1.3). It suffices to show that o(O) is a divisor f1~~1. Note 
that, by(1.6), o(o) is only divisible by primes dividing exp(H). 
By Theorem B the image of ti in H*(S, k/pK) is zero. AspK is a divisible 
group and k/pK is torsion-free, we have 
H*( S, I&) z Ext( S/S’, k). 
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We conclude that o(W) divides the exponent of Ker(Ext(S/S’, P) + 
Ext(S/S’, k)). Since the bifunctor Extpreserves finite direct sums, we may 
assume that S/S’ is cyclic oforder n, say. But then we may identify the
above kernel with 
The result follows from the preceding lemma. 
Case 2. char(F) =p. 
Then H*(S, fi = 0 as F = Fp is perfect (and Sis a p-group). 
Case 3. char(F) = qfor some prime q#p. 
If qdoes not divide 1 HI, we may lift tocharacteristic zero so that Case 1
applies ( ee the proof or the corollary to Theorem B). So assume q is a 
divisor oflH(. Using that Schur indices are 1 over F, we may argue as in 
the proof or Theorem 2. We obtain that there is a subextension 
Y w X --H S of G, with X being prelementary, andan X-invariant 
irreducible character 5 ofY such that K = F(c) is of p’-degree ov r F and 
such that 
WKG(X) = WKX(i). 
Now Y is pFelementary ndchar(F) = q#p. Hence Y has a normal Sylow 
q-subgroup and Y/Ker(l;) is a q’-group. We are again in the semisimple 
situation. Applying the norm N,, we may infer that he order of mCK: ‘I is 
a divisor fexp(H). Use finally that o(o) is a power of p but [K: F] is 
prime to p. 1 
5. COVERING GROUPS 
If S is cyclic, the Schur multiplier H*(S) =0. Then a representation 
groupR=+G+S can be a stem extension only when iT= 1. Hence we 
cannot expect covering groups to be representation groups over fields F 
with pLF “small.” Forinstance, if G is a cyclic p-group and 1 is faithful, this
can happen only when F contains the 1Glth roots of unity. 
Let K be an algebraic closure ofF. Then ft is divisible and so is the 
group of 2-coboundaries of S with values ink Thus there is a 2-cocycle 1 
in the class o&x) having the same order as the class. This cocycle u 
defines a representation groupfi * i: + S for x over K of minimal 
possible order, namely with 1171 = w&). Such an extension will be called a 
minimal representation groupfor 2. It occurs over any algebraically losed 
field K 2F, and we say that it occurs over F= F(x) if it is a representation 
group for xover F. 
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LEMMA 4. Any minimal representation gr up for x is a stem extension 
(and hence an epimorphic mage of some covering group of S). 
Proof: Let R w G + S b e a minimal representation groupfor x. By 
definition it occurs over some algebraic closure K of F. So let 2: A + k be a 
linear character with w&x”) = o&x) (Lemma 1). It suffices to check that 
Ker(l) 2 fi for any linear character A: G-+ k By minimality 2 must be 
faithful and so AR = j’ for some integer r. Using (1.5) and (1.1) wecompute 
Hence Ifi1 = w&) divides r and so LA = 1, as required. 1 
THEOREM 4. Every covering group A - C? -H S has a unique minimal 
representation group for x as an epimorphic mage. The latter occurs over F
if and only if C? is a representation group for x over F. 
ProoJ: Let r E H2(S, ii) be the cohomology class of fi w i: ++ S. Let 
p: H2(S, A) -+ Hom(H,(S), tf) be the natural epimorphism of the Univer- 
sal Coefficient S quence. Then p(r) is an isomorphism [ 18, p. 1111. Let K 
be an algebraic closure ofF. Then the corresponding map p: H2(S, k) + 
Hom(H2(S), k) is an isomorphism. Define 2= jj(o&)) p(r)-‘. Then 
i: tf + k is a linear character satisfying j*(r) = o,,(x): 
0 - Ext(S/S’, R) - H2(S, if) * Hom(H,(S), R)- 0 
1 l- x. I- x* 
0 - H2( S, k) L Hom(H,(S), R)- 0. 
It is immediate hat jj has the same order as o&x) and that, inview of 
(1.5), (%Wl?) is a minimal representation groupfor x. 
On the other hand, if i w 6 ++ S is a representation groupfor xover 
F, by Lemma 1 there is a linear character y: 8-+ fi such that oFe(y) = 
o_,&). But then also &y) = o&x) and y is unique with this property as 
Hc G’ (see Note in Section 2). Consequently y = 2. This completes the 
proof. 1
We see that he minimal representation groups for x are isomorphic 
provided the covering groups of S are isomorphic. It isimmediate hat he 
minimal representaion groups for xare isomorphic when w&) is relatively 
prime to IS/S’l. 
Proof of Theorem C. Suppose that F contains a primitive nthroot of 
unity where n= exp(H) .exp( S/S). In view of Lemma 4 and Theorem 4it 
suffices to show that any minimal representation grouptf ++ G u S for x
occurs over F. Let K be an algebraic closure ofF. We know that here is a 
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unique linear character 4: A-+ k with o,,&) = oK&). Let t be a factor 
set for ii H G -++ S. By (1.5) a = It is a 2-cocycle with class o&j). This 
c1 must be of order w&x). 
Let F,,s F be the field generated by the xp(H)th roots of unity over the 
prime field. LetT c pFO be the group of exp(H)th roots of unity. By(1.4), u 
has its values inT. By the corollary to Theorem B there is a cocycle c(,, with 
class o,,(x) and with values in T. Let o and o0 be the cohomology 
classes of aand a, in H2(S, T), respectively. Embedding T in pK induces a 
homomorphism H2(S, T) + H2(S, pK) which, by (1.2), maps oo;’ to the 
identity. Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows: 
O+ Ext(S/S’, T) -+ H’(S, T) + Hom(H,(S), T)-+O 
I I I 
0 --t Ext(S/S’, pK)+ H’(S, pK) + Hom(H,(S), pK) + 0. 
Since the vertical m pon the right is an injection, there is a preimage of
cow; lin Ext(S/S’, T). 
By hypothesis every element ofT is an exp(S/S’)th power in pF. Hence 
the homomorphism Ext(S/S’, T) --* Ext(S/S’, ,nF) is the zero map. Therefore 
ow, l is mapped onto the identity n H’(S, pF). (Replace K by F in the 
above diagram.) But the image of o0 is o&x), by (1.2), and c( is a 
representing cocycle for the image of o. Consequently oFG(;O is the class of
c1= it taken in H2(S, pF). The assertion f llows. 1 
6. BLOCKS 
In this section, F= F(x) will be a finite field ofcharacteristic p > 0 and F,, 
a finite extension of the p-adics QP with residue class field F= R/IcR 
(R = ring of integers of FO). We assume that xbelongs toa p-block ofiY of 
defect zero. Then there is a unique ordinary character x0 which equals x as 
a Brauer character, and F&J = F,. 
LEMMA 5. Every representation group for x over F is one for x0 over F,, 
and conversely. 
Proof. Let A =4 8 +P S be a representation groupfor xover F (which 
exists). Let 2: A+ & be a linear character with o,&) = o&) 
(Lemma 1). Without loss we may assume that 2is faithful. ThenRYE $’ is a 
cyclic p’-group. 
By assumption x0 is afforded by some projective R&module. This is 
G-invariant and so we may view FO&) E H2(S, A) (cf. Lemma 1 in [ll], 
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or argue as in the proof or the corollary to Theorem B). The group R
of invertible elements ofR decomposes uniquely as
where R, is the group of l-units and T is the group of all @-roots ofunity 
contained in F,. By Theorem B in [ 143, oFOG(xO) is a$-element. Since R, 
is a pro-p-group, we therefore mayview 
Now TzI’ via the residue class map, and o&) is the image of oFO&,) 
under the induced isomorphism H’(S, T) g H2(S, P). 
Let j,,: R+ T be the unique lift of2. Then w&) = oF&) is also the 
image of w,,,&,). Consequently o~,,,&,)=o~,&&,) and, by Lemma 1, 
fly c + S is a representation groupfor I,, over F,. The converse is
straightforward. 1 
THEOREM 5. Let fi++ G --H S be a representation gr up for x over F, 
with A being a PI-group, and let G be its inflation from S to G. Choose 
characters 4, f as usual (see Theorem A). There exists an R-free 
R&-module P whose reduction affords i.The functor - Q R p defines Morita 
S-equivalences between the blocks of Rc and RG covering the blocks 
determined by j and x, respectively. Corresponding blocks have isomorphic 
defect groups and the same decomposition andCartan matrices. Corre- 
sponding indecomposables haveisomorphic vertices. 
Proof Write Ker(G --t) S = N = ti x Z?, as usual. Let lo be the unique 
ordinary character of i? lifting f. Since G is a representation groupfor x0 
over F. (Lemma 5) there xists an ordinary character f. of G, with 
Fo(fo) = F,, lifting 2. (The characters f, f.are unique up to multiplication 
by a linear character of S with values in &+, PO respectively.) There is a 
unique R-free R&module P affording to.
Let Mod(RG ( x) denote the category ofall finitely generated RG- 
modules U for which U, belongs tothe block of RH determined by x. 
Define Mod(RGI 2) analogously. If WE Mod(Rc 1 j) then W OR PE 
Mod(RG 1 x), because every composition factor f(W 0 R P), = W, 0 R pN 
affords x. Conversely, let U be a module in Mod(RG 1 x). Then 
I?= Horn& fl, 17) 
is in Mod(R6 12). We claim that f @ v -f(v) is an isomorphism 
TV: D gR P + U of RG-modules (cf. the proof or Theorem A). It is easily 
checked that zU is compatible with the G-actions. We have to show that zu 
is an R-isomorphism. 
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Let (ui) be an R-basis ofI? Let A denote the block ideal of RI? deter- 
mined by x. Since PA affords x,, ,by Proposition 46 i [ 171 the canonical 
map Rfi + End,(P) induces anisomorphism 
A r End,(P). (*I 
As a (right) A-module we may write P= eA for some primitive d m- 
potent e of A. Since WA belongs tothe block A= AeA, we have 0~ Ue as 
R-modules [7, (1X2)] and U= UeA. This hows that r” is surjective. Sup- 
pose that Cifi@ vi is in the kernel of 7u (fie 0). For any pair k, j there 
exists y =ykj in A with v,y = vi and vi y= 0 for i# k (by (*)). Since the f, 
are RZ?-homomorphisms, we infer that 
fkt”j) = Cfit”iY) = Cfd”i) Y = O. 
I I 
Given kthis holds for all jand so fk = 0. As this holds for all k, we see that 
ru is injective. 
Let W, W’ be modules in Mod(Ri: (2). By (*) there exists zj~ A such 
that uizj= vi for i=j and uizj= 0 otherwise. Hence we may argue as in the 
proof for Theorem A, obtaining that 4N 4 $3 1 is an isomorphism 
Horn&W, W’)-+Hom,,(WO, f, W’ OR P) 
of R-modules. It is obvious that his is even an isomorphism of RS- 
modules. We may conclude that -OR P is an s-equivalence from
Mod(RGl I) to Mod(RG1 x). (The reverse equivalence is given by the 
functor Horn&p, -).) 
Clearly Mod(RG 1 x) and Mod(RG 111) contain full blocks. Let V be an 
F&module affording x and let r be an Ftf-module affording 1. Then 
tensoring with F gives functors Mod(RG 1 x) + Mod(FG 1 V) and 
Mod(Rc 12) + Mod(Fc 18) which form a commutative square together 
with the equivalences - QR ? and - @)F(F @ R I’). Since the latter com- 
mute with taking projective co rs [ 1, Proposition 21.61, Cartan umbers 
are preserved. 
Let V, be an F,FZ-module lifting V and let p,, lift ?Then tensoring with 
F, gives functors from the full subcategories of R-free modules in 
Mod(RG 1 x) and Mod(Rc ) 1) to Mod(F,,G 1 V,,) resp. Mod(F,,c 1 rob). 
These (surjective) functors form together with the equivalences - BR v 
and - @ F,,(Fo $3Rp) a commutative square. Using Brauer eciprocity 
[7, (1.17.8)] we see that decomposition numbers are preserved. 
Finally, et B and B be corresponding blocks (under - @ R P), with 
defect groups D, 8. Let UE B be an indecomposable module. Then 
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8= Horn&p, U) is indecomposable s w ll. Since U, and DR belong to 
blocks of defect zero, 
DnH=l and BnB=l 
(cf. [7, (V.3.14)]). But U is D-projective and 8 is D-projective. Since 
E&U) and ER& 8) are isomorphic S-algebras, it follows that U and 8 
have isomorphic vertices. Since this holds true for all U, 0, we have D g 6. 
The proof is complete. 1 
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